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CHA.~’TER I
INTRd~DUCTION
Significan4 of This Study
Social work as we know it today is an outgro’wth of humanitarian
ism as practiced first by disorganized groups of individuals and later
by individuals organized into mare or less coherent groups. In the
first days of social work there were no paid workers. Volunteers carried
all the work performed. These ~olunteers were the orginal board members.
In the process of the developme~it of social work paid and trained workers
have taken greater responsibilities for the mechanics and the practice
of trie social work, oonsequentl~J, the tendency has been that too many
of the volunteer advisors, boar~ members, have given less and less of
their personal time to the work~ of developing the agency. This has
resulted in a lack of familiarity with the agency program and organiza
tion. Such shifting of responsibilities from the community member entirely
to the technician tends to weak~n the very “backbone” of the agency. In
the small and the rural communi~y the element of contiguity increases the
practical uses of volunteers. ~Fhe lack of this same element in cities
causes the making use of volunt~ers to be a problem. Their need in
citi~es is great but the problem~ of training and making effective their
service and leadership is becom~.ng more and more acute. Moreover, the
problem concerning the support ~f the agency, both morally and financially,
demands attention. As the conmip.nity members feel less responsibility for
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the agency, the interest in the agency’s successes and failures wanes.1
Generally, the efforts to meet agency demands for leadership are
sporadic; in their place must come comprehensive and united planning.
Such planning needs to be aimed in two directions; (1), towards the
education and development of board members who will be alive to new
opportunities; (2), towards the professional training of an adequate
number of executive leaders who will have a basic approach to their
administrative tasks that goes beyond the recognition of specialized
needs, and the use of limited techniques.2
Basically the function of boards are:
The function of Boards of Directors is to provide for the most
efficient administration of an organization under its stated purpose.
Boards should offer leadership in thought and action in the form
ulation of new policies and the abandonment of old, in the creation
of new programs and the change ~f old.3
Purpose of the Study
The p.trpose of this study is to ascertain the actual participation
of board members in four agencies, to determine whether they take an
active part in the agencies’ programs, and participate other than as
board members in their agencies, to give a general picture of the agencies,
to examine training practices the agencies use to prepare board members
1 , “Board and Staff Relationships,” A Guide for Study
Groups, An~erican Association for the Study of Group Work (New York, 1940),
p.9.
2philip S. Platt, “Leadership--A First Imperative,” Survey (October,
1945), p. 260.
3Ruth Harvie, “Board Member Soul Searching,” Survey (March, 1938),
p.T’4.
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for their responsibilities, and to discover the opinions of board members
regarding their agencies’ service to the community.
Scope and Limitations
This study is limited to fifty selected board members of four
social agencies in Atlanta, Georgia. On the whole there were a larger
riuniber of women represented than men. This. study is limited to the
branches of three of the agencies. These are:
1. Young Women’s Christian Association, Phyllis BIheatley Branch
2. Girl Scout Association of Atlanta, District V
3. Boy Scouts of America, The Hope and Herndon Division
There was one independent agency studied:
4. Young Men’s Christian Association, Butler Street Branch
The study is further limited by the fact that there was difficulty
in obtaining complete interviews; many of the board members failed to
fill the schedules completely.
Method of Securing Data
The information was obtained by the use of a prepared schedule.
The schedules were personally filled out, in most oases, by the board
members. Additional interviews were held with the executives and
several staff members of the four agencies. The constitutions of the
agencies were read, whenever it was possible to obtain them. Documentary
materials have been employed as a means of interpreting the findings.
CHAPTER II
GENERAL PICTURE OF THE AGENCIES STUDIED
The fifty board members of this study represent those social
agencies which are generally classified as recreation and group work
agencies. In addition to the actual services rendered in the leisure
time of young people and adults two of the agencies provide dormitory
services. Frequently, the agencies which are grouped in this leisure
time field provide other services to the community and utilize other
methods than group work.1 Some of these agencies render service in the
area of developing social reform.2 Ordway Tead divides such agencies
into several sub—groups with different functions and responsibilities:
1. Membership or clientele: usually recruited after the organ
ization opens its doors.
2. Board of Directors or trustees.
3. Managerial and professional, staff: including both those who
are paid and those who volunteer.
4. Housekeeping or maintenance staff: including janitors, house
keepers, engineers, restaurant workers, etc.
5. Local community: in which the society does its work. Since
the membership and often most of the financial support come from
the locality, the relations which the society has to it and its
special interest cannot be ignored in any effort to understand
the interrelationships which have to be provided for and coordinated.3
Facilities and Equipment
The Y. W. C. A. includes residence facilities for nineteen women
~Elwood Street, Social Work Administration (New York, 1939), p. 2.




and girls over sixteen years of age. A kitchen and a lounge are avail
able for their use. Five rooms are used by office workers, executive,
staff, field work students, small committees and the board. Due to the
limited space at the Y. W. C. A.. many actual program activities take place
at schools, churches and other available centers. At the present time,
plans are being formulated to erect a new building which will make it
possible for Y. W. C. A. activities to be carried on more extensively in
its own facility.
The Y. !~i. C. A. is the only agency for Negroes in the City of Atlanta
which operates twenty—four hours a day seven days a week. It has a well
equipped modern building including a gymnasium, swixnraing pool, game
rooms for small boys, pool room, office and club rooms. A residence,
for male members only, is maintained on a paying basis.
The Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts both have limited housing facilities.
They are each housed in two rooms which are used for offices and small
committee meetings. Utilization of schools, churches and other community
centers makes it possible to develop and carry out Scouting activities.
Methods of Agency Financing
The main source of support of the Y. W. C. A. is the Atlanta
Community Fund, and the remaining sources are membership fees, and
contributions from departmental money raising projects.
The Y. M. C. A. is an agency controlled by a non—sectarian board.
Although it is a Community Fund agency its main source of revenue comes
from dormitory and membership fees. Partial support comes from activity
fees and donations. Nominal membership dues and fees are charged
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according to the activity or type of membership.
The Girl Scouts agency receives its support from the Atlanta
Community Fund. Funds from an Annual Cookie Sale are used to. finance
the suamner camp program.
The Boy Scouts is a private agency controlled by a non-sectarian
board, and supported by the Atlanta Community Fund. The budget of the
Negro Division and that of other Districts is supplemented by the Boy
Scouts Annual Financial Drive sponsored by the Atlanta Area Council.
Each of these agencies is a Community Fund participant, but to
different degrees. The Y.M.C.A., for example, receives its Community
Fund directly, while the other agencies get Community Funds through the
Central Agency budget. The nature of board members’ connection with
budget may therefore be affected.
Program Activities
The Y. W. C.A.——This agency is designed to develop opportunities
for Negro girls and women of Atlanta, and for friendly contacts in the
groups and health education activities. The trained staff of workers
is constantly striving to impress on each of the participants how the
Y. W. C. A. serves, awakens, prepares, broadens and develops those who
will listen and respond to Christian leadership. Its purpose, as stated
by one member, is to build an inclusive fellowship of women and girls,
promote group work, religious social work, develop character through
group experience. In order to further this purpose the Y. W. C. A. has
such departments as Industrial, Business and Professional, Health and
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Recreation, Junior and Senior Girl Reserves. The controlling committee
or each department Is chaired by a member of the Board of Management.
The Y. W. C. A. provides recreational activities, adult education classes,
self~goVerfl1flg clubs for adults and adolescents (Girl Reserve Clubs),
health education classes, swimming, camping program, general information
services, personal counselling, traini~1g courses in volunteer leadership
through committees, membership groups. Total attendance in 1945 for all
events at the Y. W. C. A. was 53,651.1
The Y. W. C. A. is a membership organization in which the Board
of Management is elected by the electorate. The electorate includes
all those who sign the purpose, have voting power and pay membership
fees. One third of the board is elected once a year, the term of office
being three years. The nominating committee, elected once a year by
the electorate, has the responsibility for selecting the ballot for the
following year’s election of the Board of Management. This board meets
once a month. Each member chairs an area of work.
The Y. M. C. A.—-This agency provides educational, religious and
recreational activities for Negro men and boys over nine years of age.
Nearly 4,000 boys are members of clubs in schools, with monthly attend
ance during 1945 approaching the 9,000 mark. In addition to Its
building program the Y. M. C. A. operates four “teen-age” canteens,
five day-camps, and during the school terms did work daily in nine
schools in Atlanta and Fulton County; included in this work were College
Twenty—seCond .Axinual Report of the Atlanta Communit~~~.~24
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Park and Decatur. In addition, the Y. M. C. A. carries on physical work
for girls and young women; more than 450 girls were enrolled in basket.
ball tournaments.1 During the first six months of 1945 the Y. M. C. A.
served 3,862 different boys between the ages of seven to fifteen; 2,117
boys and girls of “teen—age” and 2,373 adults. Over 2,300 sailors,
soldiers and marines used i-ba facilities in that period; it assisted
more than 500 veterans.2
The Board of Directors is elected by the membership for three
year terms, one third of which expires annually in June. The nominat
ing committee consists of three persons from the membership council
and two me~nbers of the Board of Directors. Meetings are held monthly.
The Girl Scouts.--This agency is an organization of 700 girls
between the ages of seven and sixteen years, adults, volunteer leaders
and sponscrs.3 They pledge themselves to do their duty to God and their
country, to help other people at all times and to obey the Girl Scout
Laws. The Girl Scout program has proved itself and offers the finest
teaching and practices of health, home arts, fine arts, appreciation
of the outdoors, citizenship and service to home and community. Each
girl is a member of a troop that holds weekly meetings in a school
building, church or community house.
The Girl Scout Executive Committee consists of nine persons
1Twenty-Second Annual Report of the Atlanta Community Fund 1924-1945.
2 , “Home Front Story in Pictures,” Atlanta Community Fund
(Atlanta, 1945).
3Twenty-Second P~nnual. Report of the Atlanta Community Fund 1924—1945.
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nominated by ballot of the membership and elected by membership. Members
of this Committee are elected annually for the term of one year. The
membership of this organization, called the District Association, consists
of leaders and assistants, troop committee members, and interested adults
that are registered with the organization.
The Boy Scouts.--ThiS is a movement for boy development programs.
Boys from nine to eleven are included in the Junior Program called
Cubbing, boys twelve years and over for Troop Scouting and Senior
scouting. Scouting provides supervised outdoor recreation and craft
instruction through Troops which have for their purpose character build
ing and citizenship training. Self-reliance, initiative, leadership,
factual knowledge, social relations--to all these and more can be added
the fact that Scouting provides a clean, wholesome, natural outlet for
the latent energy of which any boy is possessed.1
There are 1,499 Negro Boy Scouts in Atlanta, which comprises
27.4 per cent of the City’s total Scouts.2
The Atlanta Area Council, the Executive Board of Atlanta Boy Scouts,
is composed of twelve Districts (‘White) and The Hope and Herndon Division
(Negro). The Hope and Herndon Divisions are separate units both under
the supervision of the same executive. Each Distriöt or Division is
headed by a Divisional Chairman and Vice Chairman, A District Conmiissioner
1Twenty-Second Annual Report of Atlanta Community Fund 1924-1945.
2Statement by Czar Ingram, Field Executive of The Hope and Hem
don Division of Atlanta, Georgia, April 9, 1946.
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and six operating committee Chairmen. These men, in addition to members
at large, compose the Divisional Committee, or administrative body for
each specific Division.* The six operating committees found in all
Boy Scout organizations are:
1. Organization and Extension
2. Leadership and Training
3. Advancement
4. Camping and Activities
5. Health and Safety
6. Finance’
The Divisional Committee is organized on the same principle as
that of the Atlanta Area Council, which is sometimes referred to as
the Executive Board. This Board consists of an Organization and
Extension Chairman, Leadership and Training Chairman, Advancement
Chairman, Camping and Activities Chairman, Health and Safety Chairman
and Finance Chairman, each with the function of supervision of his area
of work for the City. For example, the Leadership and Training Chair
man of the Executive Board supervises every Leadership and Training
Committee in all Districts or Divisions.2
*Hereafter the term Divisional Committee shall refer to the Herndon
Divisional Committee.
1Statement by Ralph C. Robinson, Executive of the Hope and Herndon
Division of Boy Scouts, Atlanta, Georgia, April 2, 1946.
2lbid.
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Interracial Aspects of Program and Structure
These four agencies demonstrate different practices in their
interracial activities. The Y. ~?I. C. A. is different from the other
agencies studied, from the point of administration, in that it is
entirely independent of the Central Branch. In the case of the Y. W. C. A.
Negro representation is maintained by one Negro member on the Executive
Board of the Central Branch. This member is the Chairman of the Phyllis
Wheatley Board of 1~itanagernent and ex officio a member of Central Branch’s
Executive Board. Similiarly Girl Scouts of District V are represented
by one Negro on the Atlanta Girl Scout Council. Any problem that is
unique to Negro Boy Scouts of Atlanta is discussed by an Interracial
Committee, which has this responsibility as its function. The Chairman
of this Committee is a Negro with the members being of both races.
IvTeetings of this Committee are not held regularly but upon special call
of the Chairman. The Chairman of the Interracial Committee is the only
I~egrO on the Atlanta Area Council. There are also a variety of differ
ences in interracial program participation which area of study was beyond
the limits of this study.
CHaPTER III
THE SOCIAL A1’~D ECONOMIC STATUS OF BOARD MEMBERS STUDIED
Economic status
The board is an extension of the community in a social setting.
The board member is a ~salesman~’ for the agency.
The chief functions are: interpreting the board to the public;
giving sponsorshiP and prestige (to the board and to the agency);
raising money or influencing appropriations; interpreting the
community to the staff; choosing, supervising, or removing the
executive; making policy decisions; starting new movements and
giving continuity to the board.1
The fifty board members of this study carry some of the responsi
bilities of board members of social agencies. However, some of the
general responsibilities of board members are not lodged primarily in
the branches but are carried by Central Branches, for example, Girl
Scouts by Local Council or the Area Council of Boy Scouts. In the case
of financing the presence of a central fund raising body curtails some
of the perogative of board members.2
000upation.-_l3Oard members should represent the influential aspects
in a community, moreover, they should have sufficiently broad social
contacts to enable them to interpret community needs and to influence
progressive planning. The type of occupation which board members
represent suggests to a degree their ability to accomplish these things.
1Clarence King, Social Agency Boards And How To Make Them Effective
(New York and London, 1938), p. 6.
2June P. Guild and Arthur A. Guild, Handbook on Social Work
Engineering (Richmond, Virginia, 1936), p. 108.
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“A majority of the board should be business and profossional men
who have force, broad minds, and hold the esteem of the conmiunity.”1
This study shows that nineteen of the fifty board members studied
were teachers, twelve were housewives, seven were in business and three
in school administration. The remaining members were distributed through
such varied fields as stenography, journalism, social work, insurance,
medicine and mortuary science. It is considered advantageous for the
board to be representative of every element of the community.
John Stuart Mills, in his classic ~ssay on Representative
Government, reminds us that the rights and interests of each or
any person are only secure from being disregarded when the person
interested is himself able and habitually disposed to stand up
for them.2
There are two principles set down which throw considerable light
on the methods that will integrate group and individual aims. The first
is the principle of representation of interest, which promotes the idea
that every special group’s interest is safeguarded only as there is an
explicit voicing of that interest in the councils of organization by a
representative chosen by and from that groups when issues which affect
it are under consideration. The principle of coordination changes the
emphasis from the special groups to the organization. This principle
predicates organizational function, smooth or rough, only as there is
consciousness, coordination of advance agreement through the organization
upon the general policies and methods which will give its aims effect.
This process requires an explicit organized group. A board thus constituted
‘As quoted by Clarence King, op. cit., p. 37.
2As quoted by Ordway Tead, op. cit., p. 17.
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is representative and democratic in a vital sense and brings it about
that all the special interests which have to be reckoned with in recon
ciling the aim of the whole with the aims of its parts are. being
currently considered.1
The board members studied are not in accord with the principle of
representation of interests. Thirty-eight of them are engaged in
business or professions while twelve are housewives. Clientele of the
agencies include industrial people,, domestic and personal servants; yet
none of the board members pursue these occupations. That the largest
number are business and professional people may be due to the prestige
value the agencies convey to their occupations.
Residence.—-The majority of board members studied resides in the
South West section of Atlanta. The next greatest number lives ‘in the
North West. It is significant that there is only a small number of
board members living in the North East for the four agencies are located
in this section of the City. The residence of the majority of board
members has further significance in that it indicates something of their
economic status. In general the better Negro housing is in the South
West. In the North East is found the Negro business district. This is
the area in which the rate of juvenile delinquency is high.
Social Status
Education.-—The educational background is p~rtinent in the make
1lbid., pp. 18 ff.
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up of the board. The status of the agency is associated with the status
of representatives of that agency. Educational advancement has been
looked upon as a measure of ability and intellectual capacity. Of
fifty board members studied three had attended high school, thirty-seven
attended college and ten received training beyond college. ~he indirect
effect of educational status gives board members power to influence
public opinion. From the agency standpoint special services along
specific lines may be rendered because of training.
Experience in the field of social work.--It appears to the writer
that the value of having trained social workers on the board is in
dispensable when deciding on technical questions. Specialization in
the field suggests that they might be more capable of discharging their
responsibilities in the agencies. They can broaden the horizon of
other board members and the community toward the acceptance of social
work practices. Of the cases studied forty-one have had no paid
experience in the field of social work, nine have had paid experience
in this field.
Community affiliations.--ParticiPation in clubs, whether civic or
non-civic, allows board members an opportunity to interpret the agency
if they choose to take advantage of it.
P~n ideal board from the standpoint of prestige would include
a leader from every important group in town. The importance of a
prestige board is not only to influence individual contributors.
When the organizations apply for appropriations from a legislative
body or a budget committee, the combined weight of an influential
board backing up the financial requests frequently proves more
16
effective than the clearest logic or the most compelling statistics
proving the need for the appropriations.1
Of t1~e total board members interviewed, only three had no club
affiliations, twenty-four were recreational club participants, two
were members of fraternal organizations and twelve belonged to other
clubs. Four of the board members confined their club membership to
two organizations; one person is affiliated with nine clubs, five
persons are affiliated with eight clubs.
A problem may be created by participation in too many clubs, the
board members tend to spend less time in the agency when affiliated
with other organizations from which they receive more prestige and
recognition. Only six board members used club discussion as a means
of interpreting their agencies.
The relations of the board of directors should be such as to make
it possible to utilize these relations in helpful ways, direct and in
direct, with the larger public. Names make news, and *hereas in the
selection of a board this aspect should certainly not be the controlling
one, it is important among others. With equal certainity it should be
said that such influential people must be chosen in some relation to
their personal outlooks and prejudices, and their known sympathy with
the organization’s real aims. However, it is equally bad to select
boards solely for their “name value.” Non-functioning board members,
more often than not, act as a “dragging anchor” rather than as a
1Clarence King, op. cit., p. 9.
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“favorable wind or toiling oarsman.”
Interpretation of social work can be much advanced by the creation
of machinery through which church groups can render certain services
to clientele of social agencies. The majority of persons stated that
they participated in some type of church activity. Of the fifty cases
only five were non-participants in church activity. One board member
was so influenced by church that she interprets the function of her
agency “to supplement the work of the church and school.” She would
be more likely to interpret the church in her community contacts rather
than the agency.
How well other board members are kno~u.-- Basic in thinking about
organization is the assumption or conclusion that board members are no
stronger or more effective in fulfilling their purpose than is the morale
of all members. Morale is the mobilization of enthusiasm, intelligence
and energy on behalf of the organized end or goal. Morale is indispen
sable to sustained creative achievement. It is more than assent or
cönsen~. It is zealous devotion. It is the reconciling and unifying
of lesser interests and individual loyalties into unified common interest
or group loyalty.2
Thirty-eight board members knew the other members very well, nine
knew them fairly well and three had little or no contact with other
members. Close acquaintanceship or love of the familiar, as it is called
‘Ordway Tead, op. cit., p. 51.
2lbid., p. 16.
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in the psychology of group formation, is one of the basis for group
loyalty.1
Board member of anyother agenoy.——Some interlocking among the
members of boards in social agencies helps to promote understanding
and cooperation. Fourteen persons were board members of other agencies,
while thirty—six confined their board participation to one agency. These
fourteen individuals, because øf their interlocking membership have the
opportunity to influence a larger number of people toward the develop
ment of social consciousness. There js perhaps no better device for
planning and working for community growth than membership on boards of
various agencies. They can coordinate the efforts of groups who have
a common interest.
k~race L. Coylo, Social Process in Organized Groups (New York, 1930),
p. 165.
CHAPTER IV
THE NATURE OF PARTICIPATION OF BOARD MEMBERS
Actual attendance of board meetings is one method of measuring
individual participation. ‘~The philosophy of democracy and participation
is that which animates the principles and practices of social work
administration.”
Routine and Detail Activities
Board attendance.-- In all groups one will find that the degree of
participation depends on the individuals’ interests.
We find in the field of social work the type of interventionists
who have a compulsion to do something with no clear idea of what
needs to be done; there is the group who has motives that are
primarily selfish, who desire to wear a uniform to join any kind
of activity that sounds glamo~ous, and who prefer not to work
through established channels.
Thirty-nine board members stated that they attended board meetings
regularly, eight attended occasionally, three made no definite answer
because they had recently been elected to the board. Three members
iresponded that they did not know if there was a constitutional require
ment on board attendance. A board can be effective as a administrative
device but not without attendance of its members. The board loses its
dynamic force if total responsibilities are carried by a few people. A
board member cannot debate, discuss or decide on agency practices if he
1Elwood Street, op. cit., p. 5.




Financial contributions.--SU000SSfU1 financing depends upon more
adequate interpretation of the work to the community, “and the building
up of prestige than upon individual gifts of board members themselves.”
Adequate public appropriations do not come without interpretation,
prestige, and public sanction.1 The prestige value of the names of
influential people in getting money and moral support from others
should not be ignored.
Every board me~ber studied made a financial contribution. In two
of the agencies studied payment of membership dues is a prerequisite.
It was found in the study that sixteen persons paid registration fees and
thirty-four paid membership dues. Twenty-nine individuals supplemented
agency funds by contributing special donations in addition to paying
membership fees.
The primary responsibility for financing these agencies rests with
the board. Since these agencies are all members of the Community Fund,
the responsibility for money raising rests less heavily on individuals.
It is jointly shared by all board members of all the agencies with the
officers of the Community Fund.
Program activity of staff.——Thirty board members responded that they
dealt with the formulation of program activity of the staff; three stated
that they did not; seven board members left the question blank.
1lbid., p. 9.
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There are several ways to assure ade~uate recognition of the
function of handling matters that consti~tute personnel policy.
Many associations find, for example, that a personnel committee
can formalize concern .over these matters in the large and guide
individual executives in giving sympathetic effect to the personnel
policy in its individual application.... Even if the organization
is large enough to warrant the employment of full—time personnel
executive, the value of representative e~dvisory personnel committee
can be great; for it can help to facilii~ate the whole task of
formulating and interpreting the policies which ~re to prevail.1
Program Development
Leadership responsibilities .——tJntil the last few years, board members
had no difficulty in seeing their real use to their respective agencies.
Their enthusiasm was needed to originate, and then carry on, the work of
new organizations. Their sponsorship to th~ community and their ability
to raise money, were vitally necessary to the perpetuation of the work
which had been begun. In the early stages of the development of almost
any agency, most board members were selected primarily for their prestige
in the community, and for their facility in money raising.2 Since that
time many social agencies have allied themselves with community funds
making financing a lessening function of board members.
This study showed that the principle responsibility of board members
was to chair different departments or areas of work, such as: membership,
religion, education, personnel, publicity, music, health education, camp,
public affairs, advancement, leadership and training, organization and
1Ordway Tead, op. cit., p. 34.
____ p. 9.
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extension, and finance. In addition to chairmanships, several members
have other specific functions, namely, membership on City councils, member
of committees, troop leader, regional agency representative, and instructor.
Thirty-four members stated that they participated in the agency’s program
to a large extent, while sixteen stated that they participated occasionally.
Fifteen board members stated that they participated in agency program
other than as committee or department chairman, while the remaining
thirty—four recorded that they participated in the agencies’ program
to a large extent. This discrepancy may be accounted for because of
individual moaning of the term, to a large extent.
Interpretatiofl.——Every member of every staff and board of every
agency in every field plays sonic part in telling the story. The huge
background for interpretation is woven of spoken words, written words
and pictures used by group workers, volunteers, board members and
citizen’s committees everywhere.
It is necessary to improve public relations and interpretation for
the purpose of promoting the use of recreational and informal education
facilities and for creating public opinion for such agencies in their
objectives 1
According to this study forty-six board members stated that they
took advantage of their opportunity to interpret their agency to the public.
Four persons indicated that they were limited in their opportunity to
interpret the agencies. When further questioned as to the activities
__________, “Appraising Your Interpretation Program,” Social Work
Publicity Council (New York, January, 1938), p. 2.
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undertaken for this interpretation six made no reply. Of this six who
failed to answer, one stated further, in that she participated in all
program activity of the agency, two participated occasionally, and the
remaining three did not answer.
The medium most frequently used was public speaking. This was in
churches, labor groups, industrial and professional service groups.
The second most used medium *as individual contact. The interest of the
public was stimulated by many board members through club discussion,
committee meetings, church programs, genera]. membership campaigns, letters
of publication, securing places for programs, parades, radio programs
and financial drives.
It is necessary to “slant” interpretation so that it will captivate
the interest and fall within the line ofvision in the direction in which
the public is looking. It is also necessary to recognize with what other
efforts one must compete and to identify counter interpretation which
must be overcome.1
Public recognition of the value of the services rendered by
an organization is admittedly essential to its esteem in the local
community.... Sheer repetition of public mention of the organ
ization’s name, personnel and particular activities has of itself,
apparently, considerable value as a prestige builder, and as a
constant reminder throughout the community that something is
happening in return for the donation or appropriation which has
been made.... It is a question of explaining again and again in
the community why it is that the organization takes the stand and
pursues the line that it does. It is as important that motives
• he clarified as it is that methods be explained. It is a question
also of showing the supporting public that what the organization
_________,.“Improving Interpretation and Public Relations, “Study
Program Committee, Anerican Association for the Study of Group Work
(N~w York, 19423~ p. 14.
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knows it wants and is working for in high and serene confidence
will prove to be of value to the community. The transmission
of that conviction of local supporters is the essence of the
public-relations program.1
Policy Making Activities
Policy is a settled or definite course or method adopted and
followed by government, institutions, body or individual. Roy Sorenson
defines policy as a “sustained attitude,” usually defined by formal action,
either toward the in~ier working of the organization or toward the public.2
Another definition is: “The set of formal or informal rules or regulations
which controls its (The Agency) daily operations.”3 Clarence King lists
“making policy decisions” as one of the functions of boards, but also
stated that the community is the ultimate policy maker.4
On major policies neither the executive nor his board makes
the final decision. In the last analysis the community (voter
or contributor) decides because it puts up the money. The board
is expected to he well informed as to community relationships.
It is supposed to know how the community feels. Such matters may
be as simple as deciding to rent a new office or as difficult as
determining what is an adequate weekly hu~get for a large family
on relief and in need of medical service.
krdway Tead, op. cit., p. 51.
2Roy Sorenson, “Institute For Lay and Staff Members of Milwaukee
Social Agencies,” Milwaukee Council of Social Agencies, Report of l94Q,
p. 11.
_________, “Administration,” Social Work Year Book, ed. Russell
Kurtz (New York, 1945), p. 14.




Personnel practices involve policy making and are usually considered
to include selection, provision of suitable working conditions, negotiation
of terms of employment (wages and hours), and the general features in
order to insure effective and adequate service. The ultimate test of
personnel practices may be seen by the smoothness of an agencyts operation
and the perfection of its details.
Budgeting and financing.--Whil~ maximum salaries should be set by
the board, and minimum salaries also, the executive should have lati
tude to employ within these limits at whatever salary is necessary to
secure and keep adequate help.1 Thirty—four board members studied
responded that they were consulted in regard to budgeting of agency funds,
while sixteen stated that they did not function in this capacity.
Forty-four board members stated that they were instrumental in
setting staff salaries while eight were not. The question might arise
why aren’t all board members instrumental in setting staff salaries, but
the paucity of social workers would lead one to conclude that possibly
there is a lack of understanding in regard to the economic needs of the
staff.
Hiring and firing of staff.--One executive stated that he would not
allow his board to have anything to do with the hiring and firing of
his staff, because he knew better than they did with whom he could work.
1Elwood Street, op. cit., p. 233.
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Their desire was to have the agency managed effectively and the methods
used were left to his discretion. Elwood Street expressed a siniiliar
viewpoint, in these words:
Although the board is responsible for the selection of the
executive and for working with him in the management of the organ
ization, it should not interfere in the management but should leave
the executive free to employ and discharge staff members within the
limitations of his budget.1
Forty of the board members stated that they acted in conjunction
with other board members in hiring and dismissing members of the staff
or paid workers, while ten indicated that they have no function in regard
to employing or dismissing employees of the agency.
Qualifications of staff.--The executive of one agency stated that he
discussed staff qualifications with his board, but that the final decision
was left up to him. In opposition to this is the opinion that:
The board should settle with the recommendations of the executive
upon the number of persons to be employed, the duties of each person
on the staff, and the qualifications of the persons to fill those
positions and the salaries to be paid.2
Forty board members studied held responsibility, in varying degrees,
for determining staff qualifications, and ten stated that they did not
pass evaluations upon qualifications. In some social agencies such







Successful management demands that the executive be given a free
rein by his board in fixing salaries (with-in the general policies of
the organization) the conditions of work and dealing with duties,
amount of service and relationship of employment. He should, of course,
maintain an advisory relationship with the board and the administrative
committees. It is the executive function to delegate responsibility,
supervise the work, train staff members and secure their participation
and enforce discipline.1
Working conditions of staff are largely dependent on housing
facilities of the agency, the number of employees, and type of agency
program. Forty-four board members studied set up working conditions
of staff and ten did not.
1lbid.
CHAPTER V
AGENCY PRACTICES OF SUPERVISION AND TRAINING
Formal Training Programs
Performance by the clientele must be fostered, but the direction
should be expert, both in content and in method of leadershiP. If
competent people can be secured as volunteer leaders or teachers an
unusually happy condition obtains.
suggested methods of instructions in leadership have been system
atized by Ordway Tead:
1. Experience in a leadership situation under some supervision.
2. Progression from small to larger leadership situations.
3. Apprentice courses of practice and study.
4. Conference study of methods by groups of leaders.
5. Systematic personal conferences of trainer and leader.1
Of the total cases studied forty—one replied that they had had
training in their agencies and nine stated that they had not received
agency training.
Group training.--Trainiflg in these four agencies consisted of courses
in volunteer leadership including history and function of the agency,
coimnunity study, national and world work, local and regional conferences
and conventions, training courses for club advisors, public affairs and
religious education series, leadership training courses, basic training
courses for Scout leaders, courses in outdoor living, National Boy Scout
10p. cit., p. 25.
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Council training courses, advance courses in Scouting.
Preparation for service as a board member is a continuous process
and is not necessarily confined to new members.
In recent years there is a growing tendency at national and
state conferences of social work to have sessions organized specially
for board members and a growing recognition of the serious draw
back to growbh of social movements involved in the excessive use
by social workers of their own professional jargon. Board members
may also take initiative in organizing in their own coniiminity,
sometimes under the Council of Social fgencies, formal institutes
for board members of various agencies.
Individual training.-- “Formal meetings of the board are the least
important source of contact between the executive and its members.”2
The use of board members as personal advisors of the executive is highly
beneficial. Some of the most constructive ideas can be developed through
individual conversation. “Most men and women have suggest ions which they
are willing to offer in private, but which they hesitate to propose
formally in the board meetings.”3 For this reason the value of conferences
with the executive is seen. Forty-one of the board members indicated that
they held conferences with their executives to discuss their specific
phase of work; six replied that they held conferences occasionally and
three, who were recently elected to the board, stated that as yet they
had held no conferences.
There was considerable variation in the types of individual training
1Clarence King. op. cit., p. 68.




offered. They included study of administrative and budget practices,
informal agency reading material, attendance at workshops, instructions
in camp procedure, personnel practices, instructions on public affairs
and religious education.
Informal Training
There are any number of methods by which board members can prepare
themselves for service in the agency. Some suggestions are:
•..conferring with chairman and other members of the board; visit
ing the office to seek information from executive and staff; read
ing basic documents creating the agency (constitution and by-laws,
law or ordinanàe); studying annual reports, the minutes of the board,
and publicity material; conferring with the head of the Council of
Social Agencies of local government or with other representative
citizens as to the place of the organization in civic affairs and
its proper relationship to other agencies of community life;
serving as volunteer member of t~e staff, accepting service on
various committees of the board.
Of these methods the one most frequently used was reading agency
publications. One member stated that she had been given special reading
assignments, which is an unusual case. Another board member replied that
he read every agency publication, local or national, which was directly
concerned with his work. The next most used training method was accept
ing service on various committees.
Fifteen persons answered that they read one agency publication,
twenty-one read two and three read more than three. Most of these
publications were published by national organizations.
Thirty—seven members read agency publications regularly and thirteen
1
Clarence King, op. cit., p. 66.
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read them occasionally.
Weekly time spent in agency activities.—-Board members of the
four agencies spent on the average of four hours and fifteen minutes
weekly on activities conc’~rning the agencies. The largest amount of
time spent by any board member studied was fifteen to twenty hours
per week. One bo&rd member averages half an hour per week, or two
hours per month. The only time spent in agency activity was attend
ance at board meetings. this individual feels that she is now putting
in as nMch time as she can allow. The writer judged this as an example
of a non-functioning board member whose chief function is giving
sponsorship and prestige. The weekly time spent in the agencies by
board members is shown in Table 2 on page forty-four.
CHAPTER VI
RELATION OF BOARD NEMBERS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY SERVICE
Board Members’ Appreciation of Agency Services to the Community
Through a board, which is a cross—section of the community, its
members have contact with each important group in town. “The board
should be a step ahead of the community, fully aware of the obstacles
to be overcome and therefore more adroit in overcoming them.”1
“A board is the continuing stream of life of a society. The
board continues in the eyes of the public as trustees for the work.
It is the visible sign of the community’s endorsement of the project.”2
One of the board members studied felt that there was room for
extended services. The majority felt that the community was being s~rved
very well. Three stated that the agency served over and above its capacity
of limited facilities and staff. crthers stated that their agencies
developed a community consciousness; program would be greatly improved
with new building facilities. One individual responded that the community
was served “fairly well;” another wrote, “as much as possible.” This con
sensus (forty—nine to one) that agencies are giving effective community
service could be a powerful instrument for agency interpretation. That each
board member feels that his agency is doing a good job adds conviction to his
1Clarence King, Social Agency Boards And How To Make Them Effective





In considering the relation of the board to the community
four important points stand out:
1. The board is the agent of the conimunity.
2. The indirect effect of board~ service on the community over
a period of years may be as valuable as the particular service
rendered by the agency to clients, patients, or others who use
the organization.
3. A board of an agency should be a little ahead but not too
far ahead of the thinking of the community.
4. Social work in the community camiot rise above the consent
and understanding of the average citizen.1
Opinions On Improving Their Services
Nineteen board members stated that they were doing all they could,
while twenty left the question blaDk. The consensus of opinion was that
the agency and the community could best be benefited if more time were
given by the individual member to the agencies work. Other responses
were: “make more troop visits, give more time for consultations, attend
more meetings, affiliate with more program activity, aiding in preparation
of lay membership.” One member suggested that she could be more helpful
by getting off the committee.
The writer was concerned about the reason twenty individuals failed
to answer the question. Is it that these members have not evaluated their
services and therefore do not recognize the fact that their service might
be more effective? Is it that they have asked themselves this question
but have come to no definite conclusion? Is it an e~idonce of lack of
1lbid., p. 70.
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interest in increasing their service? The answers to such questions
would demand a more personal and detailed study than the scope of
this study.
Number of years on the board.--New blood is a vital force of any
organization. Vested interest and the exercise of authority arbitrarily
clogg the machinery. In order to insure, as far as possible, the
alleviation of self-perpetuation of boards these agencies have consti
tutions. Some of the provisions of the constitutions serve as safeguards,
for example, limitation of term of office, rotation in board membership,
instructions to nominating coimnittees.as to the aims of choosing board
members representative of the constituency, provisions for initiative
and referendum action on the part of members.
It is a good plan for the executive to submit to th.e nominat—
ing~cowmittoe a list of positions to be filled, with suggested
qualifications for the positions together with names of persons
of known interest and ability (names more numerous than the
positions to be filled) from which the committee may select.
Selection should be entirely free?
The board members studied served in that capacity for the average
of three years and three months. This average was undoubtedly affected
because three board members had recently been elected and therefore had
no years of service. The highest number of years spent on the board
was ten years; five board members served in their present capacity for
ten years. The constitution of one agency specifies that members can
1Elwood Street, Social Work Administration (New York, 1939), p. 42.
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can serve on the board for three year periods, which must be followed
by ret irem~nt for one year, but it is not uncomraon for the same members
to be re—elected after this one—year leave. There were six instances
of board members serving for eight years. The numbers of years
served on the agencies’ boards, are shown in Table 1 on page forty—four.
CHAPTER VII
SU~RY AND CONCLTJSIO1~S
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the actual participation
of board members in four agencies, to determine whether they take an
active part in the agencies’ programs, and participate other than as
board members ix~ their agencies to give a general picture of the agencies,
to examine training practices the agencies used to prepare board members
for their responsibilities, and to discover the opinions of board members
regarding their agenci~es’ service to the community.
3.. Housing facilities of three agencies studied were limited to
such a degree that the majority of agency activities were held in schools,
churches and other available centers • One agency was equipped with a
modern building, with sufficient space to have activities there.
2. All the agencies studied were partially supported by the Atlanta
Community Fund. Three agencies received their main revenue from this
source. One agency is supported largely by dormitory and membership
fees while the Community Fund supplements.
3. Program activity of all agencies studied was recreational and
educational. The agencies were attempting to develop avenues of expression
through group experience.
4. According to this study forty-six of the fifty board members
studied took advantage of their opportunity to interpret their agencies
to the cammunity. They attempted to further public relations for the




5. OccupationS of board members were largely those that have
prestige value. The majority (thirty-eight) were in business and pro
fessions, twelve were housewives. Through their positions in the
community they were able to give their agencies status.
6. Raising money and influencing appropriations is a minor
function of board members studied. Since the agencies are supported
by the Atlanta Community Fund,. money raising activities on the part
of board members constitutes a minor responsibility. All board members
studied did make individual financial contributions to their agencies,
but the majority of these wer~ membership dues. The second largest
num’oer of instances of financial contributions was in the form of
special donations. There were twenty—nine instances of special donations.
7. This study shows that the majority of board members are
instrumental in the formulation of agencies policies, concerning
particularly personnel standards and program activity of the staff.
Forty-two board members stated that they acted in the capacity of
setting staff salaries, and eight stated that they did not. This
trend is consistent in relation to board members’ participation in
setting personnel policies. The majority of board members stated that
they are instrumental in determining hiring and firing of staff,
qualifications of staff, working conditions of staff, program activity
of staff. The writer would like to point out the fact that there was
a minority which replied that they did not function in the aforementioned
policy decisions; and toquestion the reason for their lack of functioning
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in this capacity.
8. Due to the fact that eleven individuals had served on their
boards for eight or more years, it is assumed that they were able to
continue the stream of life of their organization. Rotation of boards
made it possible, in some instances, to alleviate the exercise of
arbitrary authority and to introduce new members. Members have served
on the boards an average of three years and three months.
9. Thirty-four board members stated that they participated in
agency program to a large extent. Types of participation consisted of:
chairmanships of areas or departments of work, club membership, club
sponsor, club advisor, troop leader, troop sponsor, committee member,
committee chairman, City council member, director of camp, club organ—
isor. Board members of these four agencies spent an average of four
hours and fifteen minutes weekly in activity concerning their agencies.
It is pertinent that one individual spent fifteen to twenty hours weekly
in agency activity while another spent two hours monthly, which was merely
attendance to board meetings.
The majority of board members (thirty-nine) stated that they attended
board meetings regularly, eight attended occasionally, three had recently
been elected and left the question unanswered.
a. Attendance to local, regional and national conferences and
conventions.
b. Reading specific publications in relation to work.
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c. Special conferences with executive to discuss phases of
work in the agency.
d. Special training courses: volunteer leadership, history
and function of the agency, community study, club advising,
basic training, nature study.
e. General reading of agency publications.
11. The majority of board members studied stated that they felt
the community was being served very well by their agencies. Many felt
that the services rendered were over and above the agencies capacity,
due to linitations of facilities and staff. On the negative side only
one individual replied that there was room for extended services.
12. In stating how to be more helpful in the agencies, nineteen
felt that they were doing all they could; twenty left the question blank.
Eleven board members out of fifty thought that their services to the






Education: Elementary S____ Highs.____ College Other_________
Types of Church activities in which you partiCiPate_._...._
To what clubs do you belong?
Civic Recreational Fraternal Other
List your responsibilities in this agency:
What is the function of this agency:___________________________________
-----------------------
Number of years on Board of this agency________________________________
How well do you 1~1ow other Board Mem~S of this agency:
Very well Fairly well ~Little contact__________
Do you attend Board meetings: Regularly Occasionally Rarely_____
Is there a constitutional requirement on Board attendance?_____________
Do you have very much opportunity to tell others about the services
and function of this agency?___________________________________________
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Approximately how much time, weekly, is spent in activity concerning
this a~encV? -
Do ~rou contribute financially to the organization?J
Registration fee Membership fee Special donation—
Do you assist in determining:
Settifl~T staff salaries Working condltiOns
Hiring and firing of staff Program activity of staff____________
Qualifications of staff Budgeting of agency funds
What types of activitieS do you take part in to interpret the agency
to the community
~ -..-.~ --...-~..
Have you had any paid experience in the field of social work?__________
Have you~had any special training (by this agency) in the activities
of this agency?____________
Of what did this consist?
What agency publications do you read?______________________________
How often do you read these:
Regularly Occasionally Rarely____________
Do you have special conferences with the executive to discuss your
particular phase of Board work?__________________________________________
To what extent do you participate in program activity of this agency?
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In terms of the agency function how well do you fee]. the community is
being served? —
How could you be more helpful in this agency?
Are you a Board member of any other agency?______ Name_________________
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VgEEKLY HOURS SPENT IN AGENCY ACTIVITY
Hours Number of personi
Total 50
0— .99 1
1. — 1.99 6
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In 1931 the National Physical Achievement Standards Committee
with the cooperation of the National Recreation Association and the
Society of State Directors of Physical and Health Education completed
a study which resulted in the establishment of National Physical
Achievement Standards for Boys. The success of this undertaking and
the great need for similar standards for girls made apparent the desira
bility of undertaking the establishment of physical achievement ratings
for girls.
Such a study was sponsored and supported by the National Recrea
tion Association at the request of the Society of State Directors of
Physical and Health Education. Valuable assistance in launching the
project and helpful suggestions for the study were secured from a
committee composed of outstanding women leaders in the field of
physical education and recreation.
Because of her long sustained interest in physical achievement
st3ndards for girls, Dr. Amy R. Howland, of the Department of Public
Instruction, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., was selected to conduct the study. The
material presented in this t~ooklet represents the results of the compre
hensive study carried on by Miss Howland. —
The. National Achievement Standards for Girls in Physical Educa
tion Activities which are described in this booklet are the result of a
very extensive nation-wide survey of the actual performance of girls
in these activities. Fifty-three different skills were studied and more
than 400,000 individual records were collected and analyzed. These
performance records for girls from eight to eighteen years of age were
submitted from all parts of the United States.
The activities selected for the establishment of standards included
elements present in three types of performance: gañie~skills, self-testing
activ~ties, and individual athletic activities. e data from which the
.athievement standards have been set up were secured from all types of
scho~Q~’yqp~ilation and represent a wide geographical di~tiibution in
duding both urban and rural populations.
Dr. Howland was assisted in the preparation of this report by an
advisory committee comprising Dr. Frank S. Lloyd, New York Uni
versity, James Edward Rogers, National Physical Education Service,
and Arthur Williams, National Recreation Association.
I I~~?~TSIIITI .. rP,~I~~.I1flT~,,fl 0 ~nr~IW1
PURPOSE AND USE OF THE STANDARDS
In planning for these standards the purpose has been to promote
the joy of achievement, the spirit of sportsmanship and the satisfactions
that come from healthful living. They are designed for use in schools,
playgrounds, clubs and all organizations for girls interested in promot
ing physical skills and desirous of making their physical activity
programs interesting and vital to girls. They are not batteries of tests,
but represent levels of performance which girls of different age groups
should achieve.
The standards will be found valuable by teachers and leaders in
providing incentives to students in the physical education program; in
classifying pupils into teaching units and in planning and rating pro
grams. Even if the pupil moves from one school or community to
another the achievement rating is still applicable. Although the
standards are intended primarily for use in schools they are based on
a variety of interesting and at.tractive activities which may be used in
playground, club or other group programs.
Girls should be encouraged to continue their development and
acquisition of skills beyond the levels set for the national certificate in
those schools and community groups where facilities in personnel and
equipment permit. Achievement in aquatic activities is not required
for national certificates because of the limited facilities for water sports
in the majority of communities. Schools and community groups with
adequate facilities may substitute achievement in water and winter
sports for national standards when awarding their own certificates for
achievement. Smaller schools with limited facilities may adopt a lower
point value than that required for a national certificate when setting
up their own point system. National certificates, however, cannot be
awarded unless all the conditions stated under General Regulations
and Scoring are fulfilled..
National Physical Achievement Certificates will be awarded for
successful performance in four groups of activities.
Group I. Events measured in units of time
Group II. Events measured in units of distance
Group III. Events which are measured by success or failure
Group IV. Events which are scored according to the number of
successful efforts in a given number of trials
The total number of points required must be secured in part from
each of the four groups of activities. The total number of points re
quired for each age group will be found in the section on Scoring.
GENERAL REGULATIONS
1. The sponsor for the participants must be some responsible per
son (superintendent, principal or teacher) of either the school or
community.
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2. All scores submitted for the purpose of securing a national
achievement certificate must be made within one year from the time
the first score is recorded.
3. The measurement of performance must be witnessed by the
judge or judges signing the application for certificates.
4. All records and measurements must be made according to the
directions for equipment and rules for scoring used in this manual. No
modifications or changes will be recognized.
5. It is recommended that each candidate before entering any test
pass satisfactorily a physical examination.
6. Good sportsmanship should prevail throughout the conducting
of the tests.
S~ORING
The achi~yern Lstandards..Iorgirls l~~ve heen~es±ahlished on a pyr
centile basis with a corresponding point value for each increased degree
of successful performance. Point v~1,ipc fni- ~ ~ t1~ ~Iri11g ii,
~ups I and II were derived from the per cent of each age group th~
achieved the scores found in the data. For example: in analysis of the
data for dribbling in field hockey it was found that 10 per cent of the
14 year-old girls made a score of 20.1 seconds, which was the score for
the lowest 10 per cent of the group. The point value for 20.1 seconds
therefore was 1. The highest 10 per cent of the same age group made
a score of 14.7 seconds and the point value for 14.7 seconds was there
fore 9. Any scores higher than 14.7 would have a point value of 10.
~9int~Jues ~or_scor~ m.adej~ tbe~&ctiyities listedin_Groupsj,II
a~d IV were also derived from the per rent of each group that achieved
success. From the data secured it was determined what the individual’s
chances of success were by the per cent of the group that achieved that
score. Using a point basis of 10 as~represented 1w 100 per cent, the
iidual’s chances were 4 out of 10 if 40 per cent of her age grou~
succeeded. The point value for her score was therefore 4. When it was
found that a large per cent of the group failed at any one score, success
ful performance at that score was given a greater v~liie than if her
chances for success were gre~ter
In using the scoring tah1e~ which will be found on pages 20-34
it should be kept in mind that if the individual makes a higher score
than the best one given she should he given ~l point v~il11e of 10 for her~
Rerformance in activities in Groups I and II.
Directions for measuring perfOrmance will be found in the section
on General Directions and Instructions. When the performance has
been recorded its corresponding point value can be found in the scoring $
tables in the last section of this manual. Permanent records of per
formances and of points scored by each individual girl may be entered
upon the special score cards, which are available from the Association.




In order to provide a tangible evidence of achievement a graded
series of certificates has been prepared. The certificates, each of which
is designed for a particular age group, may be awarded to girls who
have successfully passed the requirements for girls of this particular
age.
National Physical Achievement Certificates for 8 or 9 year-old girls
will he awarded upon the successful completion of 70 points. One or
more events must be elected in each of the four~ groups. The total
number of points may not be secured from one group alone.
Certificates for 10 or 11 year-old girls will be awarded upon the
successful completion of 85 points. One or more events must be elected
from each of the four groups.
Certificates for 12 or 13 year-old girls will he awarded upon the
successful completion of 150 points. TWO or more events must be
elected from each of the four groups.
Certificates for 14 or 15 year-old girls will be awarded upon the
successful completion of 175 points. THREE or more events must b&
elected from each of the four groups.
Certificates for 16 or 17 year-old girls will be awarded upon the
successful completion of 200 points. THREE or more events must be
elected from each of the four groups.
FORMS AVAILABLE
In addition to this publication which describes the National Physical
Achievement Standards for Girls there are available from the National
Recreation Association score cards and certificates for five age groups
classified as follows:
Ages 8 and 9
Ages 10 and 11
Ages 12 and 13
Ages 14 and 15
Ages 16 and 17
A special order blank for use in purchasing materials for use in
connection with the National Physical Achievement Standards for
Girls may be secured free of charge upon request from the Association.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DIRECTIONS
Scores submitted for the purpose of securing a National Physical
Achievement Certificate must be made in accordance with the rules
stated for each event. Equipment used for the activities or for measur
ing performance must meet the requirements stated in the directions
for each activity.
All-Up Indian Club Run—Ages 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Equipment: 3 Indian clubs or bottles, placed in 1 of the 2 circles;
2 tangent circles each 18 inches in diameter marked on the ground or
floor; starting line 30 feet from the center of the 2 tangent circles.
Rules: 1 hand only is used in transferring clubs or bottles. Per
former runs from the starting line, transfers the 3 Indian clubs 1 at a
time to the vacant circle in such a manner that they remain standing.
and runs back to the starting line. If any club or bottle does not remain
standing the score is invalidated and the entire run must be made
again. A maximum of 3 attempts is allowed.
Time is recorded in seconds and tenths of seconds.
Eack Spring—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: A gymnasium mat.
Rules: A girl takes her position on the mat on her hands and
knees. The performer with a running start of a few steps approaches
the side of the kneeling girl. The performer throws her hands to the
floor or mat near the kneeling girl and turns a forward roll over her.
The performer lands in standing position. The performer may he
assisted by the kneeling girl who may raise her back slightly as the
performer goes over. 3 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Backward Roll—Ages 8 and 9.
Equipment: A gymnasium mat or soft surface.
Rules: The performer bends knees and places hands, slightly apart,
on mat, slightly back of body. At the same time she throws the weight
backward, rolling over, rounding the back, keeping knees bent, and
then comes to a stand. 3 trials are permitted.
Success or failure is the score.
Balancing—Ages 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Note: Different degrees of skill in balancing are grouped by ages
as follows:
Equipment: A standard balance beam 12 feet long and 2 inches
wide shall be used or a 2 by 4 inch plank, 12 feet long, set on the 2
inch side.
Rules: A. Ages 8 and 9. The performer starts from center of beam;
walks forward to the end; without turning walks backward to. center;
makes a half turn either to right or left and walks forward to the other
end; makes a half turn, in either direction, and walks forward to center
of the beam, the starting point.
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B. Ages 10 and 11. As for ages 8 and 9 except that performer keeps
hands on hips.
C. Ages 12 and 13. The performer starts from center of beam and
walks forward to end; without turning walks backward to center;
makes a quarter turn, either to right or left, and balancing with toes on
beam, holds head and body erect, makes one deep knee bend, coming
to full squat on heels; rises and makes another quarter turn, in same
direction as previous turn, and walks forward to end of beam; makes
half turn in either direction and walks forward to center of beam, the
starting point.
D. Ages 14 and 15. As for ages 10 and 11 but the performer carries
a book on top of head.
E. Ages 16 and up. Same as C except that performer must make
3 deep knee bends and start by straddling beam at center and jump
on beam retaining balance. Hands must be on hips at straddle and
before jump on beam and remain there throughout the test. Performer
does not carry book on head.
A successful attempt is one in which the whole activity is performed
continuously. If the performer fails in the first attempt, 2 additional
attempts are permitted.
Success or failure is the score.
Ball Bouncing—Ages 8 and 9.
Equipment: A tennis ball is recommended or soft ball of equal size.
Rules: The ball should be hatted 12 times; on the fourth bounce the
right leg is thrown outward over the ball; on~ the eighth bounce the left
leg is thrown outward over the ball. Success means the execution of all
12 counts continuously.
The number of successful efforts in 5 trials is the score.
Ball Pass for Accuracy—Ages lOand 11.
Equipment: Regulation soccer ball, well inflated; a circle of 3 feet
radius, marked on a wall, center of circle 5 feet from the ground; line
marked on the ground parallel to the wall, 20 feet from the wall.
Rules: The ball is thrown with left or right arm, at the circle from
the line 20 feet from the wall. The number of times the ball hits inside
the circle is scored. The performer must not step over the line in
throwing.
•The number of successful hits in 5 trials is the score.
Ball Throw for Distance—Ages 8, 9, 10, and 11.
Equipment: A regulation soccer ball well inflated; a throwing line
10 feet long.
Rules: The ball is thrown with one arm using a round arm throw.
An unlimited run is permitted but at no time during the throw may
the performer cross the throwing line with any part of the body.
Measurement is made from the point on the throwing line at which
the performer stood to the nearest mark made by the ball on the ground.
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Base Running—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Regulation baseball diamond bases 35 feet apart for
ages 12 and 13; 45 feet apart for ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Rules: The performer stands on home base, On a signal she runs
around the bases, touching first, second, third, and home base in the
order named. The time needed to complete the run around all bases
and return to home is the performer’s record. Failure to touch any
base invalidates the record.
The time is recorded in seconds and tenths of seconds.
Baseball Throw and Catch—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Playground baseball diamond, 35 feet between bases;
12 inch playground baseball; four players, placed at first, second, and
third bases and pitcher’s box.
Rules: The performer stands at home base. She must catch the
l)all delivered from the pitcher, throw to first base, catch the return,
throw to second base, catch the return, throw to third base, and catch
the return. Thus the performer must catch 4 throws and throw to each
of the 3 bases, giving a possible 7 errors.
A throw by the performer or to the performer shall be judged as
being good if both hands can be placed upon the ball by stretching,
with either foot on the base. In case of a bad throw to the performer
the throw must be repeated. A bad throw by the performer or failure
to catch the ball thrown by the pitcher or basemen shall be an error.
The number of errors subtracted from 7 gives the score.
Baseball Throw for Distance—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Regulation baseball (hard) ; throwing line 10 feet long.
Rules: Same as in other ball throws for distance. 3 throws are
~llowed. The best throw is recorded in feet and inches. —
Basketball Goal Throw for Accuracy—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Regulation basketball, well inflated; regulation basket
ball goal and backstop; a semi-circle 15 feet in radius drawn from a
point directly under the center of the backstop.
Rules: The performer throws from any point outside the 15 foot
semi-circle, using any style throw. She must not cross the 15 foot
semi-circle at any time during the throw. Any of the 5 throws may
be taken from any point outside the 15 foot semi-circle.
The number of successful goals in 5 trials is the score.
Basketball Goal. Throw for Speed—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Same as for Basketball Throw for Accuracy.
Rules: The first throw is taken from any point outside the 15 foot
semi-circle. Each of the remaining throws is taken from the point at
which the ball is recovered after the preceding throw. If the ball rolls
out of the court or beyond the semi-circle the next throw is taken from
the starting point. After recovering the ball, the performer may take
nne step in any direction.
The number of baskets made in 30 seconds is the score.
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Basketball Throw for Distance—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
Equipment: A regulation basketball well inflated; a throwing line
iO feet long.
Rules: Use same rules as for Ball Throw for Distance.
Batting the Playground Baseball—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
Equipment: 12 inch playground baseball. Regulation playground
baseball diamond 35 foot bases; ages 12 and 13. Regulation playground
baseball diamond 45 foot bases; ages 14, 15, 16 and 17. Regulation play
ground baseball bat.
Rules: The performer stands in batting position at home base.
With one hand she tosses the ball into the air and attempts to hit a
fai.r ball. A fair ball is one which strikes anywhere within fair ground.
The number of successful fair hits in 5 trials is the score.
Bean Bag Ring Throw—Ages 8 and 9.
Equipment: 5 bean bags; a circle 18 inches in diameter on a mat
or outdoor surface; throwing line 10 feet from edge of circle.
Rules: Performer keeps 1)0th feet behind the line at all times. The
bean bags are tossed underhand one at a time into the circle. A success
ful throw is made when the bean bag rests entirely inside the circle
although it may be in contact with but not over the line.
The number of successful throws in five trials is the score.
Cartwheel—Ages 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Equipment: A gymnasium mat or level surface.
Rules: The performer stands erect with either side turned toward
the edge of mat. If left side is turned toward the mat she holds the left
hand at side, fingers spread palm down, and right hand raised over her
head. She then makes a complete turn, the left hand, right hand, right
foot and left foot touching the floor in order named. The feet must
pass directly over the head, knees extended, the body remaining in
vertical plane throughout the turn.
5 trials are permitted. Success or failure is the score.
Dashes—All ages, with limitations as indicated in scoring cards.
Equipment: Straightaway level surface; lane 3 feet wide; a starting
line and a finishing line; a stop watch (required) ; a gun or handkerchief.
Rules: All dashes are made from a standing start. The starting
signals are “On your mark,” “Get set,” “Go.” On the word “Go” a
handkerchief is dropped as a signal for the timer at the finish line, or a
gun may be used. The time is taken from the drop of the handkerchief
until one foot crosses the finish line.
Record time in seconds and tenths of seconds.
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Field Hockey Dribble—Ages 14,15, 16 and 17.
Equipment: Regulation field
~ Q3..~ £..~p. hockey goal; regulation hockey stick
— and hockey ball or practice ball; regu
~. _~ ~- ..~_, lation scoring circle (striking circle).
The ball is placed at the point
where the striking circle meets the
goal line. At a signal the performer
Stri.k~.d dribbles the ball along the goal line,in and around both goal posts, and
back to the starting point.
The time is recorded in seconds and tenths of seconds.
Field Hockey Goal Shooting—Ages 14, 15, 16, 17
Equipment: Regulation field hockey goal and lines of field at goal
end; regulation hockey stick and hockey ball or practice ball; a mark
placed on the scoring circle line directly opposite the center of the goal.
Rules: The performer places the ball on the mark on the scoring
circle line directly in front of the goal. Standing behind this line she
makes 5 successive attempts to score.
The number of successful goals in 5 trials taken from a standstill
is score.
Field Hockey Scoop for Accuracy—Ages 14, 15, 16 and 17
Equipment: Regulation hockey stick and hockey ball or practice
hail; a circle drawn on the ground with a 3 foot radius and in its center
another circle drawn with a 6 inch radius.
Rules: The performer stands outside the larger circle and scoops
the ball into the inner circle. A successful scoop is one in which the
ball lands (not rolls) in the inner circle.
The number of successful scoops in 5 trials is the score.
Forward Roll A—Ages 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Equipment: A gymnasium mat or strip of rug or carpet; 2 parallel
lines 3 feet apart.
Rules: The performer places hands on the floor. With head hent
forward, chin touching the chest, back round, she rolls forward on the
neck and back, keeping the head from touching the floor, and keeping
the knees bent. At finish of roll the performer comes to an erect stand
ing position. Two trials are permitted if needed.
Success or failure is the score.
Forward Roll B—Ages 12 and 13.
Equipment: Same as in A.
Rules :• The performer must make 2 successive rolls in a straight
line within the 3 foot lane. 2 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
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Forward Roll C—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Same as in A.
Rules: The performer must make 3 successive rolls in a straight
line between the 2 parallel lines and finish standing in an erect position.
2 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Hand Stand—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up (with support)
Equipment: A gymnasium mat placed against a wall.
Rules: The performer stands, one foot slightly in advance of other.
She bends knees and places hands on floor about a foot from the wall.
The elbows are straight. With a push off from the feet and an upward
kicking movement she springs feet upward arid rests feet against the
wall. Success in the event requires that this position be held 5 seconds.
3 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Head Stand—Ages 10, 11, 12, 13 (against the wall).
Equipment: A gymnasium mat placed in front of a wall.
Rules: The performer squats on the mat, facing the wall, and places
hands on floor or mat a little more than shoulder width apart. She
places forehead on mat in advance of hands, thus forming a triangle.---~--~
•The feet are raised in the air until the body is in a vertical position.
and the feet continue forward movement until they touch the wall. The
head should not be further away from the wall than 1 foot. The posi
tion must be held 10 seconds. 3 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Head Stand—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up (without support).
Equipment: A gymnasium mat placed away from any supporting
wall.
Rules: The performer bends knees deeply and places hands on mat
a little more than shoulder width apart. She places forehead on mat in
advance of hands, thus forming a triangle. She pushes off with feet,
springing legs to a vertical position overhead, knees straight. The
performer must hold the position for 10 seconds. 3 trials are permitted
if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Hit Pin Bowling—Ages 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Equipment: Regulation soccer ball, well inflated; Indian club; 2
parallel lines 20 feet apart.
Rules: Performer stands behind bowling line opposite the Indian
club, bowls the ball with an underhand bowl in an attempt to hit the
Indian club. Both feet must remain behind the bowling line. The
number of hits in 5 trials is the score.
Ill
Hop Scotch—Ages 8, 9, 10 and 11.
• Equipment: The puck used may be of any material not exceeding
3~ inches in length. width or any other dimension. Playing court for
stunts 1 and 2 consist of two adjoining 30 inch squares marked 1 and 2.
Lines are chalked or painted on a smooth, level surface.
Rules: Starting position: Performer stands in hopping pose on one
foot beyond the base line of court with puck in one hand.
Stunt No. 1—Ages 8 and 9.
a. The puck is tossed or dropped into square No. 1.
b. Performer hops into square No. 1..
c. Any number of hops in square may be taken without touching
any line with hopping foot or any other part of body before, during, or
after touching puck in square with hopping foot only.
d. Puck is then kicked out of square over and beyond base line~
e. Finally, performer hops out of square over and beyond base hne.
Does not step out.
Number of successes in 5 trials should be recorded.
Stunt No. 2—Ages 8 and 9.
a. From starting position puck is tossed into square No. 2.
b. Performer hops into square No. 1 and then into square No. 2.
c. Performer takes any number of hops and kicks puck in square
or directly out beyond base line.
d. Finally, course is retraced outward by hopping to square No. 1,
then hopping beyond base line.
Number of successes in 5 trials should be recorded.
Stunt No. 3—Ages 10 and 11 (See diagram).
a. From starting position puck is
tossed into triangle No. 3.
b. From this position standing on one
foot performer leaps into squares, landing
with right foot in No. 1 and left foot in
No. 2 at the same instant.
c. Performer jumps from both feet
and lands on either foot in triangle.
d. When ready, after pushing or sid
ing puck with hopping foot, puck is kicked
toward or beyond base line. If it stops in
a square of smaller number without rest
ing on a line it must be retrieved as
follows:
e. Return is made by leaping into squares 1 and 2 with right foot
in No. 2 and left foot in No. 1 at the same time. If puck has only reached
one of these squares either foot is raised and, while hopping, puck is
kicked out. Performer then hops beyond base line.
Number of successes in 5 trials should be recorded.
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Hop, Step, and Jump—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Same as for standing broad jump except that the
take-off board or line is placed sufficiently far back to permit final
landing in the pit or other soft landing surface.
Rules: The performer stands on the take-off board or line with
weight entirely on either foot. She hops forward landing on the same
foot, and immediately takes one step forward with the opposite foot.
From this foot, she immediately jumps as far forward as possible land
ing on both feet. 3 jumps are allowed.
The best jump is recorded in feet and inches. Measurement is made
as in standing broad jump.
~Horseshoe Pitch—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Regulation horseshoes; a stake rising 3 inches above
the ground; a throwing line 30 feet from the stake.
Rules: The performer stands on the throwing line and pitches the
horseshoe at the stake attempting to ring it. One foot must be on the
throwing line at the time the shoe is released. Every shoe landing
within one foot (12 inches) of the stake scores as a successful pitch.
The number of successful pitches in 5 trials is the score.
Human Ball—Ages 10 and 11.
Equipment: Any level surface that is smooth.
Rules: The performer sits on the floor with knees up, feet together.
She places the arms under the respective knees from inside and locks
the fingers over the ankles. Holding this position she rolls over side-
ward on to thigh and shoulder, either right or left, keeping fingers
locked and feet together. She continues the roll from the first shoulder
touching floor, over on to the back and so on to the opposite shoulder
and thigh, coming up to the original position. A successful perform
ance is one in which the rolling movement from sitting position and
ret-urn is completed without break in momentum. 3 trials are permitted
if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Human Ball—Ages 12 and 13.
(Same as for ages 10 and 11 except 2 successive rolls must be made.)
Jump and Reach—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Piece of chalk; wall or other perpendicular surface;
yard stick or tape measure.
Rules: Performer stands with right side against a wall and holds
in the right hand a short piece of chalk. The right arm is stretched up
as far as possible with feet remaining flat on the floor. At the top of
the reach a mark is made on the wall. Then swinging the arm down
and up, if desired, she jumps up and makes a second mark above the
first mark. The distance between the two marks is the score. Left arm
may be used if desired. 3 jumps are allowed. -
The best jump isrecorded in inches and quarter inches.
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Jump Rope I—Ages 8 and 9.
Equipment: A light-weight rope 6 feet long.
Rules: The performer turns the rope herself. Standing in one place
the performer turns the rope forward and jumps 5 counts on one foot,
then 5 counts on other foot. Five successive jumps on one foot fol
lowed at once by 5 successive jumps on the other foot constitutes a
successful Jump. If necessary 3 trials may be permitted.
Success or failure is the score.
Jump Rope lI—Ages 10 and 11.
Equipment: A light-weight rope 12 feet long.
Rules: Two girls turn the rope for the performer. The turners
swing the rope back and forth, swinging it from side to side with
pendulum motion; the performer jumps in and then jumps from side
to side making 5 consecutive jumps and runs out on other side. The
5 jumps are made in succession without break in order to score, If
necessary 3 trials are permitted.
Success or failure is score.
Jump Stick—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: A wand, broom handle or narrow stick.
Rules: The performer holds the stick in her hands in front of her
body. She jumps over the stick without letting go of it or touching it
with the feet. She jumps back. For credit in this stunt the performer
must jump forward through the stick and immediately jump back
again. 5 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
Kick for Distance—Ages 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Equipment: Regulation soccer ball, well inflated; a well defined
line 10 feet long from which the ball must be kicked; tape line.
Rules: Ball is placed on starting line. Length of run preceding kick
is unlimited. Measurement is taken from the starting line to the point
where the ball first hits the ground. 3 trials are allowed, the best dis
tance to be the score.
Score is recorded in feet and inches.
Knee.Walk A—Ages 8 and 9.
Equipment: A gymnasium mat or soft surface.
Rules: The performer kneels on both knees. She reaches behind
and grasps ankles one in each hand, and presses legs against back of
thighs balancing body on both knees. In this position the performer
must walk on stumps for 6 feet. 3 trials are permitted.
Success or failure is the score.
Knee Walk B—Ages 10 and 11.
The same as for ages 8 and 9 except that performer also walks back
ward 6 feet.
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Knee Walk C—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: A gymna~ium mat or soft surface; two lines 3 feet
apart.
Rules: The knee walk is executed as in knee walk A except that the
performer must walk 3 feet forward, turn around either left or right
and return to starting point without losing balance or using hands.
3 trials are permitted.
Success or failure is the score.
One Foot Hop for Distance—Ages 8 and 9.
Equipment: Same as for standing broad jump.
Rules: The performer stands on the take-off board or line with the
weight entirely on either foot. From this foot she hops forward as far
as possible landing on the same foot. Measurement is made as in stand
ing broad jump. 3 hops are allowed.
The best hop is recorded in feet and inches.
Playground Basebalt Throw for Accuracy—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
and up.
Equipment: 12 inch playground baseball; a target made of wood,
canvas, or similar material, size 18 inches by 30 inches, is placed on
wall or post. The lower edge of the target should be 21 inches from the
ground. The throwing line is 30 feet from the target.
Rules: The performer stands with both feet on or behind the throw
ing line. In throwing the ball, she may step forward with either foot,
but her other foot must remain on or behind the throwing line when
the ball is thrown. A strike shall be any throw which hits the target
at any point.
5 trials are made with an overhand pitch and scored.
5 trials are made with an underhand pitch and scored.
In each case the number of pitches which hit the target should be
recorded.
Potato Race—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: 2 wooden blocks 25/2 inches square; a starting line; a
12 inch square marked on the floor or ground 15 feet from the starting
line; 2 circles 6 inches in diameter drawn at a distance of 30 feet and 45
feet respectively from the starting line with 1 of the wooden blocks in
each circle.
Rules: Performer starts .from behind the starting line, runs to the
nearer circle, picks up the block, and places it in the square. She then
runs to the farther circle, picks up the block, and returns to the square,
touches the square with the block and then runs with it to the farther
circle. She returns to the square, picks up the other block, and runs
with it to the nearer circle. She then returns to the starting line. Blocks
must not be dropped or thrown but must be placed in the circles or
square. Blocks must be entirely within the circles or square or the
event must be run over. A maximum of 3 trials is allowed.
Time is recorded in seconds and tenths of seconds.
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Quoltennis (or Deck Tennis) Serve—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: A regulation tenikoit is used.
~3 ft Two posts are set 16 feet apart with a net or
cord stretched between them at a height of 5
feet. The serving line is parallel to the net or
cord 15 feet from it. An area 12~2 feet by 8 feet
_~ is marked on the court on the opposite side of
the net from the serving line. (See diagram.)
~ ft. ~ ft~ The performer stands behind serving line and
~s)~ attempts to serve the tenikoit over the net into
the area marked off on the opposite side of the
net. The ring must be tossed with an under
hand or horizontal movement of the arm or
— wrist, never thrown with a downward motion.
~-ç4 ~ A successful serve is one in which the tenikoit
lands in the receiying area.
The number of successful serves in 5 trials is the score.
Rope Climbing—Ages 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Equipment: A suspended rope at least 12 feet long which shall have
no assisting devices such as knots or balls on it. A string or marker
should be placed on the rope at 1 foot intervals beginning at 5 feet
from the floor or ground.
Rules: A jump start may be used. Any style of climbing using
hands and feet alternately may he used. In order to get credit for her
climb the performer must touch with her hands the highest marker
she can reach by climbing. V
Rope Climbing_Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: As for ages 8-11.
Rules: As for ages 8-11 except that climb must start from a stand
ing position.
— The actual height climbed is the score.
Run and Catch—Ages 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up. -
Equipment: For ages 8, 9, 10 and 11, regulation soccer ball, well
inflated; for ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up, regulation basket ball, well
inflated. There are two posts or uprights with a cord stretched between
them 10 feet from the ground. The starting line 10 feet long.
Rules: The distance for ages 8, 9, 10 and 11 shall be 20 feet; for
ages 12 and above, 30 feet. At signal, the performer runs from the
starting line, tosses the ball over the cord, catches it and runs back
to the starting line. Three such trips are made, finishing at the starting
line. In case of failure to catch the ball, it must be secured, tossed over
the cord in either direction, and caught before running is continued.
Score is recorded in seconds and tenths of seconds.
Soccer Ball Kick for Distance—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment and rules same as for Kick for Distance.
Soccer Ball Kick—Moving Ball—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
• Equipment: Regulation soccer ball; playground baseball diamond
35 feet between bases.
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Rules: The performer stands at home base, as in baseball. The ball
is bowled on the ground from the pitcher’s box 30 feet from home base
to the performer. The performer meets the ball with either foot, at
tempting to make a fair kick. (A fair kick is any kick in which the ball
lands anywhere within the diamond, infield or outfield.)
The number of fair kicks in 5 trials is the score.
Soccer Dribble—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Regulation soccer ball, well inflated; starting line 10
feet long; 2 posts or Indian clubs placed in line 20 and 40 feet from the
starting line.
Rules: The ball is placed on the starting line. At signal, performer
dribbles the ball forward around either side of the first post and around
the opposite side of the second post; she returns to the first post passing
on the opposite side from that which she first passed. On rounding post
number 1 on the return trip, she kicks the ball across the starting line.
She must use only .her feet throughout the performance. The time
elapsing from the signal “GO.” to the moment the ball crosses the
startilig line is taken as the performer’s score.
The time is recorded in seconds and tenths of seconds.
Soccer Goal Kick—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Regulation soccer ball, well inflated; soccer goal with
8 foot uprights 18 feet apart with crossbar at top; kicking line 12 yards
from the goal and parallel to the goal line.
Rules: The ball is placed directly in front of the center of the goal
on the kicking line. The performer may have an unlimited run before
kicking the ball. A goal is the passing of the ball between the goal
posts and under the crossbar.
The successful number of “goals” i:i 5 trials is the score.
Standing Broad Jump—All ages.
Equipment: A take-off line or board at least 2 inches wide; a soft
landing surface; tape measure.
Rules: Take-off must be from both feet simultaneously without a
preparatory step or jump. During the take-off the performer must not
touch the ground in front of the take-off board or line. Measurement
is made from the edge of the.take-off board or line to the nearest break
in the pit or to the nearest mark on the ground. 3 jumps are allowed.
The best jump is recorded in feet and inches.
Tennis Serve for Accuracy—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Tennis racket and tennis ball are used. Two parallel
lines 8 feet long are drawn on a wall 30 inches apart, the lower line
being 36 inches from the floor or ground. A line is drawn on the
ficor or ground 39 feet from the wall and parallel to it. Where regula
tion tennis court, and net are used, a rope or cord must be stretched
above the regular net leaving a space of 30 inches between the two.
Rule: The performer stands behind the 39 foot line. The ball may
strike the upper line and be good but must clear the lower line. (This
is to prevent easy lob shots into the service area.)
The number of successful serves in 5 trials is the score.
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Tip-Up—Ages 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: Any level surface on floor or ground.
Rules: The performer bends down and places hands on mat, or
floor, inside of knees, elbows pressed tight under ribs. She inclines
trunk forward and raises feet from floor, balancing body on hands. She
bends and rests knees against elbows. 5 trials are permitted if neces
sary. The performer should keep her feet off the floor for two seconds
or more.
Success or failure is the score.
Vault—Ages 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: A horizontal bar or fence 3 feet, 6 inches high.
Rules: The performer stands in front of and facing the bar. From
this position she places her hands on the bar and vaults over it, both
legs moving over the bar at the same time. The vault may be made
either to right or left. The performer may use both hands or one hand.
3 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
1° ~ Volley Ball Serve—Ages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and up.
Equipment: A well-inflated regulation volley
ball is used. A volley ball net or piece of cord is
___________ stretched across the playing space at a height of
7 feet 6 inches. A serving line is drawn parallel
to the net 25 feet back of it. On the opposite side
10 feet from the net and in the center of the play
________________ ing court a space of 10 feet by 10 feet is marked off.
Ne Rules: The performer stands behind the serv
ing line holding the ball in one hand. She tosses
the ball with one hand as in a tennis serve and
strikes it with the other hand so that it goes over
the net or cord and strikes the ground within the
10 foot square. The hand should be open, not
closed. If the performer steps over the serving
line before the ball strikes the court, no score is
I allowed but one trial is counted.
The number of successful serves in 5 trials is
V~fl4 ~ the score.
Ewall Pivot—Ages 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Equipment: A wall, door, tree, or firm standard.
Rules: The performer faces the wall, standing four or five feet
away. With two or three easy running steps she approaches the wall,
places one foot against it and jumps over that foot with the other foot.
At the same time she turns around with back to the wall using as a pivot
the foot which was placed against the wall. This foot must remain in
contact with the wall throughout. 5 trials are permitted if necessary.
Success or failure is the score.
[18]
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING SCORING TABLES
AND SCORE CARDS
In the following tables, scores are evaluated in terms of points to be
awarded for different degrees of achievement.
When the individual’s performance has been measured or her score
determined, refer to the scoring table for that activity. Locate the
proper age column and compare the actual score with those given in
the table. Then locate the point value for that score for that age group
and record on the score card the actual score and its point value.
Scoring for Time or Distance Events (Groups I and II).
1. Determine the performance score of the girl being tested.
2. Reter to the scoring table for that activity.
3. Locate the proper age column.
4. In this age column locate the score which most nearly approxi
mates the actual score of the performer. The point value of the score
will be found in the section of the table marked “points.”
5. . Enter the actual score in the proper percentile score column on
the score card.
6. Enter the number of the percentile in which the score falls in~
the point column on the score card.
The “nearest approximate score” is determined by the time or dis
tance interval in which the individual’s actual score falls. The interval
includes the time or distance for which a point value is shown in the
scoring table up to (hut not including) the next higher time or distance
for which a point value is shown in the scoring tables. For example,
an eight year-old girl makes a score of 12.1 seconds in All-up Indian
Club Run. Reference to the scoring table for this activity shows that
her score falls in the interval from 12.4 to 11.8 .seconds. The point
value for her performance is therefore 6. Her time in this event is better
than 12.4 but it is not as good as 11.8 which has a point value of 7. See
sample score card, page 00.
In reading scoring tables for activities measured in units of time or
distance it should be noted that in Group I (time) the highest score
and point values are at the top of the column. In Group II (distance)
the highest score and point value are at the bottom of the column. Any
score which is better than the best one recorded in the scoring tables
has a point value of 10. See sample score card, page 35.
Scoring for Success or Failure Events (Group III).
The score for performance in these activities is either success or
failure. If the individual is successful a check mark is placed in the
proper space on her score card. The point value for her achievement is
given in the scoring table for Group III.
Scoring for Successful Effort in Given Number of Trials (Group IV)
The score for Group IV activities is determined by the number of
successes out of five trials (see exceptions: Baseball Throw and Catch
and Basketball Goal Shooting for Speed), which the individual makes.
Place a check mark in the proper column on her score card. Refer to
the scoring table for the activity. Locate the proper age column and
her score in the “Scores” column. The point value for her achievement
is then located from the age column: e.g. An eight year-old girl makes
a score of 4 in Ball Bouncing. Reference to the scoring table for this




Scores which may be made but which are not shown in the tables
should be given the point value of the interval in which the actual score
falls: A thirteen year-old girl makes a score of 10.4 seconds in Base
R.unning. The point value is 4 and not 5. Her time was better than
10.7 seconds but not as good as 10.3 which has a point value of 5. Scores
which are better than the highest one shown have a point value of 10.
No point value is given for scores poorer than the lowest one shown.
All-up Indian Club Run
. Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points
8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Yr. 11 Yr.
9 10.3 10.1 9.3 9.1
8 11.1 10.7 10.1 9.8
7 11.8 11.3 10.6 10.3
6 12.4 11.9 11.1 10.7
5 13. 12.5 11.5 11.2
4 13.7 13.1 12.1 11.8
3 14.1 13.8 12.7 12.4
2 15.6 14.9 13.5 13.1
1 - 17.5 16.8 15.2 14.6
Base Running (35 foot diamond)
. Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)











Base Running (45 foot diamond)
Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
9 9.8 9.2 9.2 9.2
8 10.3 10.2 10.2 10.2
7 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
6 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.3
5 11.8 11.8 11.8 11.8
4 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.1
3 12.5 12.5 1 12.5 12.2
2 13.2 13. 13. 13.
1 I 14.1 13.9 13.7 I 13.7
30 Yard Dash
. Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points 8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Yr. 11 Yr.
9 5.6 5.4 5.1 5.
8 5.9 5.7 j 5.4 5.2
7 6.1 6. ] 5.7 5.4
6 6.2 6. 5.9 5.6
5 6.3 6.2 6. 5.8
4 6.5 6.4 6.2 6.
3 6.8 6.7 6.4 6.1
2 7.1 7.1 6.8 6.4
1 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.
40 Yard Dash
. . Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points
10 Yr. 11 Yr. 12 Yr. 13 Yr.
9 6.5 6.3 6.1 6.1
8 6.9 6.7 6.5 6.4
7 7.1 7. 6.6 6.6
6 7.2 7.1 6.8 6.8
5 7.5 7.5 7.1 7.
4 7.9 7.6 7.3 7.2
3 8.2 7.7 7.6 7.4
2 8.4 8.1 7.9 7.8
1 9.1 8.5 8.2 8.2
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50 Yard Dash
. Scores (in seconds and tenths of_seconds)
Points
12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr.
9 7.5 7.2 7.1 7.1
8 7.9 7.7 7.6 7.6
7 8.1 8. 7.9 7.9
6 8.3 8.2 8.1 8.1
5 8.6 8.4 8.2 8.2
4 8.9 8.6 8.6 8.6
3 9.1 8.9 8.8 8.8
2 9.3 9.1 9.1 9.1
1 9.8 9.7 9.7 9.7
60 Yard Dash
. Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points 14 Yr. — 15 Yr. -, 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
9 8.7 8.6 8.6 8.3
8 9.1 9. 9. 9.
7 9.4 9.3 9.2 9.1
6 9.7 9.6 9.6 9.3
5 10. 10. 9.8 9.4
4 10.2 10.1 10.1 10.1
• 3 10.4 10.4 10.2 10.2
2 10.9 10.9 10.7 10.4
1 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.2
75 Yard Dash
Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)













• Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points• 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
9 14.8 14.7 12.4 12.2
• 8 15.5 — 15.4 13.8 13.1
7 16.1 15.9 . 15. 14.1
6 16.6 16.4 15.7 14.7
5 17.1 17. 16.3 15.3
4 17.5 17.5 17.1 16.1
3 18. 18. 18. 16.8
2 18.8 18.8 18.6 17.6
1 20.1 20.1 20. 19.7
Potato Race
. Scores (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points I 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 ~r. 17 Yr.
9 20. 19.8 [ 19.8 19.1 19.1 19.1
8 21.8 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.
7 21.8 20.7 21. 20.7 20.7 20.6
6 22.2 21.3 22. 21.3 21.3 21.1
5 22.8 22.2 22.7 21.5 21.5 21.5
4 23.5 22.7 23.4 22.4 22.4 22.1
3 24.5 23.4 24. 23. 23. 22.7
2 25. 24.3 25. 23. 23. 23.
1 26.6 25.8 26.5 25.2 25.2 24.
Run and Catch (at 20 feet)
. Score (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points
8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Yr. 11 Yr.
9 20.5 20.4 18.4 17.7
8 22.4 21.6 20. 19.
7 25.1 23.2 21.2 20.4
6 28.7 25.5 22.5 21.7
5 33.1 27.6 24.3 23.1
4 39.5 30.3 26.1 25.2
3 47.7 35.8 29.1 27.2
2 60.9 44.9 35.3 30.2
1 74.8 60.3 43.6 38.3
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Run and Catch (at 30 feet)
. Score (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. - 15 Yr. 16 Yr. — 17 Yr.
9 20.8 19.5 19.5 18.2 19.4 18.6
8 22.3 21.1 20.7 19.8 20.5 20.
7 23.6 21.6 21.4 21.7 21.4 20.6
6 24.8 22.8 22.1 22.6 22.8 21.5
5 26.1 24.1 I 23.3 23.6 23.1 22.4
4 27.6 25.4 24.4 24.5 24. 23.3
3 29.8 27.3 I 25.5 25.6 25. 24.4
2 34.3 29.8 27.5 27.2 26.7 26.
1 40.7 35.9 32.1 29.5 30.1 29.6
Soccer Dribble
. Score (in seconds and tenths of seconds)
Points 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
9 12.2 12.2 11.8 11.6 11.5 11.5
8 13.5 13.5 12.9 12.6 12.5 12.4
7 14.4 I 14.4 13.8 13.5 13.2 13.
6 15.4 I 15.4 14.5 14.2 13.9 13.7
5 16. 16. 15.3 14.9 14.9 14.5
4 17. 17. 16. 15.7 15.7 15.3
3 18.4 I 18.4 17.5 16.8 16.7 16.
2 20.5 J 20.5 19.1 18.5 18.5 17.5
1 24.1 24.1 22.1 21.5 20.9 19.5
Group 11.—Distance Events.
It should be noted that the best scores and the highest point values
are at the bottom of the column in scoring tables for Group II. Scores
which are better than the highest one shown in the scoring tables have
a point value of 10. Poorer scores than the lowest one shown have no
point value: e.g. An eleven year-old girl throws a ball 48 feet. This
score is 3 feet better than the highest one shown in the table for her
age. Her point score is therefore 10.
Ball Throw forrn Distance
. Scores (in feet and inches)
Points I 8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Yr. 11 Yr.
1 10’ll” 13’O” I 18’6” 22’l”
2 13’lO” 16’O” 21’6” 25’3”
3 15’9” 18’5” 23’8” 28’O”
4 17’7” 20’7” 25’8” 27’9”
5 19’4” 22’8” 27’8” 31’8”
6 21’l” 24’8” 29’ll” 34’ll”
7 23’3” 27’3” 32’6” 37’2”
8 26’l” 30’7” 35’9” 40’8”
9 30’4” 35’lO” 40’O” 45’O”
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Baseba9 Throw for Distance
Scores (in feet and_inches)
Points - I 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 23’lO” 25’9” 28’l” 29’4” 31’O” 30’7”
2 27’l” 29’6” 31’7” 33’4” 35’l” 34’8”
3 29’8” 32’6” 34’7” 36’5” 38’2” 39’l”
4 32’3” 35’2” •37’5” - 39’4” 40’ll” 42’5”
5 34’8” 37’7” 40’5” 42’O” 43’5” 45’O”
6 37’l” 40’5” I 43’2” 44’7” 46’l” 47’6”
7 39’lO” 43’8” 46’3” 47’4” 49’l” 50’6”
8 43’O” 47’4” I 49’9” 50’lO” 53’O” 54’l”
9 47’5” 51’9” 54’9” 55’5” 58’5” 58’7”
Hop, Step and Jump
- Scores (in feet and_inches)oints 12 Yr. 13 Yr. I 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 12’5” 12’4” 1 13’lO” 13’4” 13’3” 13’3”
2 12’9” 13’3” 14’8” 14’3” 14’l” 14’l”
3 13’lO” 13’ll” 1 15’3” 14’ll” 14’9” 14’9”
4 14’5” 14’7” j 15’9” 15’S” 15’4” 15’4”
5 14’ll” 15’l” 16’3” 15’lO” 15’9” 15’9”
6 15’5” 15’8” 16’lO” 16’4” 16’4” 16’4”
7 15’ll” 16’3” 17’5” 16’lO” 16’lO” 16’lO”
8 16’7” 16’lO” 18’l” 17’3” 17’7” 17’7”
9 17’6” 17’ll” 18’ll” 18’4” 18’7” 18’7”
Basketb 11 Throw for Distance
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Jump and Reach
. Scores (in inches and quarter inches)Points
12 ~ r. 13 Yr. I 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr
1 73/2 8¼ 9 9 9¼ 9¼
2 834 93/4 J 10 10 103/4 10¼
3 9¼ 10 103/ 103/4 11 11
4 10 . 103% 11¼ 113/4 113/2 11¼
5 103/ 113/2 12 12 1234 1234
6 1134 12 1234 1234 123% 123%
7 12 123/ 1334 1334 1334 1334
8 123/ 1334 1434 1434 1434 1434
9 14 I 143% 1534 1534 1534 1534
Kick for Distance
. Scores (feet and inches)
Points 10 Yr. 11 Yr.









One Foot Hop for Distance














• Scores (in feet and inches)
Points 8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Yr. 11 Yr.
~ 5!! 311 6” 6”
2 9” 7” 1’O” 1’4”
3 3’4” 11” 4’ll” 5’3”
4 5’6” 4’lO” 6’3” 6’4”
5 6’8” 6’5” 7’l” 7’2”
6 7’9” 7’9” 7’ll” 8’2”
~‘ ~‘~“ 8’11~’ 9’6” 9’9”
8 12’6” 10’ll” 12’3” 12’7”
9 15’9” 14’9” 14’4” 15’5”
Rope Climbing
Scores (in feet and inches)
Points 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 6” 7” 4” ~ 311 3!I
2 ~ 9!! ~ 6” 6” 6”
3 5’lO” 5’lO” 4’4” 9” 9” 9”
4 6’ll” 7’3” 6’9” 1’O” 1’2”
5 8’l” 8’2” 8’4” 5’ll” 4’5” 4’5”
6 9’3” 9’4” 9’5” 7’4” 6’9” 6’9”
7 1O’9” 11’9” 1 1O’9” 8’3” 7’ll” 8’l”
8 13’lO” 14’O” 12’ll” 1O’4” 1O’2” 1O’2”
9 16’2” 16’4” 16’7” 14’3” 14’4” 14’4”
Soccer Ball Kick for Distanàe
Scores (in feet and inches)
Pomts 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Year 17 Yr.
1 15’ll” 21’6” 20’7” 23’2” 25’4” 26’lO”
2 21’O” 27’S” 27’8” 30’lO” 32’6” 32’7”
3 24’ll” 31’lO” 33’4” 36’7” 37’O” 38’S”
4 28’3” 36’5” 38’O” 42’3” 43’l” 43’8”
5 32’l” 40’7” 43’O” 47’O” 47’6” 48’4”
. 6 36’3” 45’4” 48’l” 52’2” 52’7” 53’O”
7 40’7” 50’l” 53’8” 57’5” 57’4” 58’4”
8 45’lO” 55’4” 60’3” 63’3” 61’O” 64’6”











• Scores (in feet and inches)Points I 12 Yr. 13 Yr. I 14 Yr. I 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 4’O” 4’2” 4’4” 4’5” 4’4” 4’4”
2 4’4” 47” 4’8” 4’8” 4’8” 4’8”
3 4’7” 4’9” 4’ll” 4’ll” 4’ll” 4’ll”
4 4’lO” 5’O” I 5’l” 5’l” 5’2” 5’2”
5 5’O” 5’2” 5’4” 5’3” 5’4”
6 5’2” 5’S” 5’6” 5’6” 5’6”
7 5’5” 5’7” 5’8” 5’8” 5’9”
8 5’8” 5’lO” I 5’ll” 5’ll” 6’O” 6’O”
9 6’l” 6’3” 6’3” 6’3” 6’3”
Group 111—Stunt Events.
The per cent of each group that were successful in these activities
is shown in the left hand column for each age group. The correspond
ing point value is shown in the right hand column. The point values
were determined by the chances for success which analysis of the data
showed; for example, fourteen year-old girl is successful in performing
a Head Stand. It ~as found that 41% of her age group were successful.

















8 I 4’5” 4’8”




10 Yr. 11 Yr. 12 Yr.I 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. I 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
Events % Pt. L % Pt. % Pt. % Pt. % Pt. % Pt. % Pt. % Pt. % Pt. % Pt.
Backward Roll 65 4 65 4 I
Back Spring — — — F 63 4 57 4 54 5 71 3
Balancing A 42 6 41 6
Balancing B ~ 7 ~T ~ j
Balancing C 52 5 50 5
Balancing D L~ 30 7 31 7 1
Balancing E I — — 34 7 24 J8
Cartwheel 1 55 4 55 4 541 5 58 4 51 5 57 5
Forward Roll A I 71 3 79 2 79 2 83 2
Forward Roll B 79 2 76 2 —
Forward Roll C 77 2 80 2 76 2 69 3
56 5 56 5 52 4 49 4 50 5 54 5
68 3 68 3 68 3 65 4
Head Stand 41 6 38 6 40 6 42 6
(withoutsupport)
Human Ball I . 64 4 66 3
Human Ball II — — — — — 68 3 65 4
JumpRopel 783802
JumpRopell 862901 —
JumpStick 33 7 39639 6 37638640~
Knee Walk A 37 7 41 6
KneeWalkB 33 7 31 7
KneeWalkC ~4 7 497 5816 54655 654~
Tip-Up — — — — 73 F 3 73 3 70 3 65 3 70 3 68 3 64 4 69 3
Vault 63 4 64 4 59 5 57 5
Wall Pivot — — 40 6 52 5 50 5 505 52 5 45 6
Group IV—Success or Failure Events*
The point values for activities in Group IV were determined by the
per cent of each age group that was successful in achieving the different
scores in each event. The individual has five chances in each activity.
(See exceptions: Baseball Throw and Catch and Basketball Goal
Shooting for Speed.) Her score is the number of successful efforts, up
to 5, which she makes. In order to determine the point value of the
number of successful scores, reference should be made to the scoring
table for the activity. Locate the proper age column. Then refer to the
section of the table marked “Scores” and find the point value for the
individual’s score in the ag~e column under “Point Values”: e.g. An
eleven year-old girl makes a score of 4 in Ball Pass for Accuracy. The
scoring table shows that the value, in terms of points, for this score
is 6.















Baseball Throw and Catch*
I Point ValuesScores I 12 Yr. I 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. I_ 17 Yr.
1 — -~ — — — —
21 — — — — — —
3 1 1 1 — — —
4 2 2 2 1 1 1
5 4 4 3 3 2 2
6 8 7 6 ~
7 10 10 . 10 9 9 9
Basketball Goal Throw for Accuracy
• V Point Values
Scores 12 Yr. 13 Yr. I 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 8 7 6 5 5
2 8 8 I 7 6 6
3 [ 9 8 7 6 6 6
41 10 I 9 8 8 ~ 8
5 I 10 I 10 I 9 9 9 9
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Basketball Goal Throw for Speed*
All scores above 8 also are awarded 10 points.
* Scores made in Baseball Throw and Catch or in Basketball Goal Throw for Speed
which are higher than 5 may be entered on the score card at the bottom of the card.
The point value should be placed in the proper column opposite these activities.
Batting Playground Ball
_________ Point Values
Scores 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 2 2 2 1 1
3 5 5 4 4 3 3
4 7 7 6 6 5 5
5 9 9 9 8 9 9










Scores 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 2 2 1 1 1 1
2 5 4 3 3 3 .3
3 6 6 5 5 5 5
4 7 7 6 6 6 6
5__ 7 7 7 7 7 7
6 9 8 8 8 8 8
7 10 10 9 9 9 9
8 10 10 10 10 10 10
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Field Hockey Goal Shooting
Scores Point Values
~ 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 1 1 1 1
2 3 2 1 1
3 5 4 3 3
4 8 7 6 6
5 10 9_ 9 9
Field Hockey Scoop for Accuracy
Point ValuesScores
14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 2 1 1 1
2 [ 4 3 3 2
3 6 6 4 3
4 7 7 7 5
5 f 10 10 10 9
Hit Pin Bowling
. Point Values
Scores 8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Year 11 Yr.
1 3 3 3 3
2 6 6 5 5
3 7 7 7 7
4 9 9 9 8
5 10 10 10 10
Hop Scotch, I, Ii and III
Stunt I Stunt II Stunt III
Scores Point Values Point Values Point Values
8 Yr. 9 Yr. 8 Yr. 9 Yr. 10 Yr. 11 Yr.
1 1 1 1 2 1 1..
2 3 2 3 3 3 2
3 4 4 41 4 5 4
4 6 6 7 7 6 7




Scores 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 6 6 2 2
2 7 7 3 3
3 8 8 6 6
4 9 7 7
5 10 10 10 10
Playground Baseball Throw for Accuracy—Overhand
Point_Values
Scores
12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 3 3 3 2 2 •2
2 5 5 5 4 4 4
3 7 7 6 6 6 6
4 7 7 8 8 8 7
5 9 9 8 8 8 8
Playground Baseball Throw for Accuracy—Underhand
. Point Values
Scores 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 5 5 4 4 4 4
3 7 7 7 [~ 6 6 6
4 8 8 8 7 7 7
5 10 10 9 9 9 9
Quoitennis Serve—(Deck Tennis)
Point Values
Scores 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
3 4 3 3 3
4 7 6 6 6




12 Yr. — 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1 1 1 1
3 4 3 3 3 2 2
4 6 6 6 5 5 4
5 10 9 9 9 8
Soccer Ball Kick with Moving Ball
I Point ValuesScores ~—~-
I 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr 17 Yr.
1 f 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 2 1
4 4 4 3 3
5 10 10 10 10
Tennis Serve for Accuracy
• Point ValuesScores 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 8 7 2 2 2 1
2 8 8 4 4 3 3
3 9 9 5 6 5 7
4 9 9 7 7 7 8
5 10 10 8~ 8 8 9
Volleyball Serve
Point Values
Scores 12 Yr. 13 Yr. 14 Yr. 15 Yr. 16 Yr. 17 Yr.
1 7 3 2 2 2 2
2 8 4 4 4 4 4
31 9 6 5 5 5 5
41 9 6 6 6 6 6




As previously stated, four differeiit score cards have been prepared
for use in recording accomplishments of girls of different age groups.
Following is a copy of the Primary Score Card which is used for eight
and nine year old girls. The blank lines at the bottom are for the use
of the teacher or leader in making any notations desired with reference
to the individual girl.
NATIONAL PHYSICAL ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS
FOR GIRLS
Scord Card Ages 8 and 9
Name Grade School
City State Age .... Weight Height
Events Percentile Score Points
Group I—Time 1 2131 ~ 2
All-Up Indian Club . 12.1
30 Yard Dash 1 5.9
RunandCatch — — — 33.8_ — F —.
Group Il—Distance . . Points
Ball Throw for Distance 26.1 8 —
One Foot Hop 3.8 I 6
Standing Broad Jump F 4 I 6
Rope Climb 6.8 I 1 5 —
Group III Success Failure Points
Jump Rope I V 3
Backward Roll . V 4
BalaNcing A V 0
Cartwheel A V 4
Forward Roll A V 3
Knee Walk A V — Points
Group IV . I 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ball Bouncing V 4
Bean Bag Ring Throw . V 6
Hit Pin Bowling V 7
Hop Scotch Stunt I —
Hop Scotch Stunt II —
Total Points 70
Qualification for Certificate
National Physical Achievement Certificates for eight or nine year-
old girls will be awarded upon the successful completion of 70 points.
One or more events must be elected in each of the four groups of activi







All-up Indian Club Run 6 20
Back Spring 6
Backward Roll 6 29
Balancing A, B, C, D, E 6-7 29
Ball Bouncing 7 30
Ball Pass for Accuracy 7 30
Ball Throw for Distance 7 24
Base Running (35 ft. and 45 ft. diamonds) 8 20-21
Baseball Throw and Catch 8 ‘ 30
Baseball Throw for Distance 8 25
Basketball Goal Throw forAccuracy- 8 30
Basketball Goal Throw for Speed 8 31
Basketball Throw for Distance 9 25
Batting Playground Baseball 9 31
Bean Bag Ring Throw 9 31
Cartwheel 9 29
Dashes 9 21-22
Field Hockey Dribble 10 23
Field Hockey Goal Shooting 10 32
Field Hockey Scoop for Accuracy 10 32
Forward Roll A, B, C 10-11 29
Hand Stand 11 29
Head Stand (with support) 11 29
Head Stand (without support) 11 29
Hit Pin Bowling 11 32
Hop Scotch I, II, III 12 32
Hbp, Step, and Jump 13 ~25
Horseshoe Pitch 13 33
Human Ball I, II 13 29
JumpandReach 13 26
Jump Rope I, II 14 29
Jump Stick 14 29
Kick for Distance 14 26
Knee Walk A, B, C 14-15 29
One Foot Hop for Distance 15 26
Playground Baseball Throw for Accuracy, (Overhand and
Underhan~) 15 33
Potato Race 15 23
Quoitennis Serve (Deck Tennis) 16 33
Rope Climbing 16 27
Run and Catch 16 . 23-24
Soccer Ball Kick for. Distancç 16 27
Soccer Ball Kick with Moving Ball 16 34
Soccer Dribble 17 24
Soccer Goal Kick 17 34
Standing Broad Jump 17 28
Tennis Serve for Accuracy 17 34
Tip-up 18 29
Vault 18 -.~,
Volley ball Serve 18 34
Wall Pivot 18 29
